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Both the reformation of China Accounting Standards and Taxation and the 
economy’s market-directing & globalization enlarged the discrepancy between Tax 
Regulations and Accounting Standards. It has difference between accounting profits 
and taxable income consequentially. The book-tax difference is inherent, and caused 
by this institutional factor. Because of the book-tax difference, firms don’t need to pay 
income tax for illusory profits consequentially. In fact, plenty of firms pay little or 
nothing. Therefore, it has become an urgent problem that how to recognize and deal 
with book-tax difference correctly for the management of taxation and the work of 
accounting. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the book-tax difference and their 
influencing factors, provide some empirical data, and give directions to the 
cooperation among supervising institutions. 
This paper studies the issues about book-tax difference in both theoretical 
approach and empirical approach. Fist, from institutional angle of view, this thesis 
discusses the relation patterns between accounting systems and tax laws, analyzes the 
differences between China’s tax and accounting systems, and points out that the 
institutional factor is the root cause of book-tax difference. Then, from firm’s earnings 
management angle of view, the thesis analyzes the influence of different earnings 
management ways and tax dodging factors on book-tax difference. Finally, the thesis 
employs multiple linear regression method to analyze the institutional factors, 
earnings management and tax dodging factors of the book-tax difference.  
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